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Poste d - 12/06/2007 : 13:40:19

http://perfumeoflife.org/index.php?showtopic=17663
Once in a while I google or yahoo to see where Dusty or LTD comes
up....thought this was interesting. If there are any perfume freaks out
there, join for $1 and invite this ladeh over.

USA
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We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info
Mark
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 12/06/2007 : 18:41:49

Thanks for the link Seestah!.....that's one forum I was totally unaware of,
interesting threads, though I'm not exactly a 'perfume' wearer
myself.....LOL!!
Mark

United Kingdom
5309 Posts
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Administrator

Poste d - 12/06/2007 : 23:50:18

Maybe they have a smell that goes with socks, Mark.

We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info
USA
14235 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 13/06/2007 : 07:45:22

Oh i love perfume

Is it a whole perfume site thing? I looked at it but i

don't get it..
Clare xoxo
"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."
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Yes, Clare, but you have to pay a few cents to join at the level to be able
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to post. Go for it, and tell them Dusty's fave perfume too.

We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info
USA
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Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 13/06/2007 : 14:22:08

Chanel No........9?
Ooh I am IN LOVE with Princess by Vera Wang at the moment!
LOVE MADS.
Edite d by - Mads on 13/06/2007 14:22:47
Australia
3323 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 13/06/2007 : 14:42:28

Hmm it was definitely chanel something, number 5 is my guess but its just a
guess!
I'm in love with Sheer by Stella McCartney and the Kylie Minogue body
wash
Clare xoxo
Australia
5805 Posts

DivineDusty
I’ll try anything

"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."

Poste d - 14/06/2007 : 13:21:51

OoO i love the Kylie one. But at the moment i vary between the Body Shop
Vanilla Perfume Oil (cos i love how strong it is and how long it stays on for)
and 5th Avenue. Hehe.
.Divine.Dusty.
***I just decided I wanted to become someone else... So I bec ame
someone else. ***
Australia
1066 Posts
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Moderator

Poste d - 14/06/2007 : 14:23:51

T'was Chanel No.19
Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."
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Poste d - 14/06/2007 : 15:59:26

Ahh thanks Carole!!
Clare xoxo
"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."
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DivineDusty

Poste d - 15/06/2007 : 13:40:55
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15/06/2007 : 13:40:55

Is No. 19 the one that has a woody smell? Pardon my lame desc ription lol.
I'm pretty sure it was 19 i tried on.

.Divine.Dusty.
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Wasn't born to follow

Australia
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***I just decided I wanted to become someone else... So I bec ame
someone else. ***

Poste d - 15/06/2007 : 15:58:21

Actually No. 19 is made from green and white flowers which gives it its
distinctive green c olour (and expensive price!). I guess this gives it a
slightly woody fragrance. It is a lovely fragrance which I often wear. It was
developed in 1970 by Chanel as a "lighter" perfume which is supposed to be
perfect for office wear! Perfumes have "top notes" (when the perfume is
only freshly on) and "bottom notes" (when the perfume has been on for
hours). I am not that keen on the top notes (luckily these soon fade) but
adore the bottom notes of Chanel No. 19. These bottom notes in a good
perfume (such as No. 19) can be released many hours after application and
are often released when the body is heated such as hot flushes, dancing
and other evening activities in which one may indulge.
xx
Kathy
"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

DivineDusty
I’ll try anything

Poste d - 16/06/2007 : 13:44:49

OoO it was the right one that. I wasn't to keen on it when i first sprayed it
on, but after a while when it subtle- down (yeah I make sense lol) I liked it
a bit more.

.Divine.Dusty.
Australia
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Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

***I just decided I wanted to become someone else... So I bec ame
someone else. ***

Poste d - 16/06/2007 : 14:11:30

Yeah, it makes good sense never to buy a perfume by spraying it on and
then making a decision. Leave it on for the evening and make your decision
then, the differenc e is often quite signific ant.
xx
Kathy
"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."
Australia
6508 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 16/06/2007 : 14:51:15

Oooh 19 ! Yep I remember now
Gucci Rush 2 has the nicest top notes (impulse buy!!!) and about an hour
later you REEK. Re-apply
LOVE MADS.
Australia
3323 Posts
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